P&I Daily Enterprise License

P&I Daily, the industry's best newsletter, contains the latest breaking news of the investment management business and the people who run it, including up to the minute RFP, search and hire activity. P&I Daily is written and edited by the same team that writes and edits Pensions & Investments. All of the reporting is timely and impactful. It is emailed to your desktop or smartphone at 4:30 PM ET, Monday – Friday.

A P&I Daily enterprise license will give everyone at your firm access to the newsletter as well as to the Pensions & Investments website (excluding the Research Center section) which includes:

- The content from the current and back issues of Pensions & Investments
- The article archives
- The latest news stories
- Access to P&IQ, our Searches & Hires Database
- And more...

All of the employees you register will also receive, via email, the biweekly Issue Alert (the articles from Pensions & Investments print edition), Breaking News Alerts, plus five weekly digest newsletters:

The Defined Contribution Digest – A weekly recap of the happenings in the DC arena.
The Plan Sponsor Digest - a weekly recap of DB, DC, endowment and foundation news.
The Investments Digest - a weekly recap of investment news.
The Alternatives Digest - a weekly recap of the alternative investment market.
The Online Insider - a weekly recap of the most read and researched articles from P&I.

Additionally, there is no limit to the number of employees you can sign up, and you can add and delete users at any time.

To set up a P&I Daily Enterprise License for your firm, contact:
Paul Margolis, Director, Enterprise Licensing  |  212.210.0244  |  pmargolis@pionline.com

www.pionline.com
Here’s what you’ll get in every issue of P&I Daily...

- The latest breaking news of the investment management business and the people who run it.
- Current industry RFPs
- People moves
- Industry career opportunities

To set up a P&I Daily Enterprise License for your firm, contact:
Paul Margolis, Director, Enterprise Licensing
212.210.0244 | pmargolis@pionline.com
Manager search/hire database and analytics tool

Find out where plan sponsors are allocating capital, who they are hiring and which managers they have terminated.

Sourced directly from P&I Daily stories, subscribers now have the ability to identify asset allocation trends and new business opportunities. Additionally, it is a great source for competitive intelligence.

See which asset classes are generating the most activity and compare how money managers and service providers stack up through one click access to P&I’s league tables. Then, delve deeper by searching the database and sorting by asset class, plan size, country or date range to customize your inquiries.
Be among the first to know about new business opportunities with P&IQ...

To set up a P&I Daily Enterprise License for your firm, contact:
Paul Margolis, Director, Enterprise Licensing
212.210.0244  |  pmargolis@pionline.com

Searches, hires and terminations sourced by P&I editorial team
Click to open details including link to RFP and email to RFP contact.

Filter by hire, searches and/or terminations
Filter by mandate type
Filter by assisting consultants
"..."